
RESOURCE GUIDE
32 CU. FT. CAPACITY FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATORS

Dual cooling
StoreRight™ system

In-Door-Ice® storage
PerfectPlaces™ system

Infinity slide shelves 
PerfectPlaces™ system



GET SELLING RIGHT AWAY  
WITH THE FEATURES IN  
THIS BOOK.

THEN DOWNLOAD THE WHIRLPOOL 
CORPORATION SALES ACADEMY APP 

The Whirlpool Corporation Sales Academy App 
includes everything you need to know and is  
the perfect sales floor resource. You can access  
key feature and benefit information, and additional 
customer-friendly content. 

EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED TO KNOW!

THE CONFIDENCE YOU NEED  
TO CLOSE THE SALE IS JUST A TAP AWAY.

PHONE AND TABLET



•  Quickly reference all product 
categories including feature 
comparisons and photography

•  Access key feature and benefit 
information as well as additional 
customer-friendly content with  
just a tap on your tablet or phone 

•  Show customers features in action 
with videos and animations

•  Get step-by-step demo information 
that can help you engage customers 
on your floor

•  Understand the science behind our 
appliances so you can help your 
customers get just what they need

•  Once a resource guide is downloaded, 
no internet connection is needed to 
view content

YOUR IDEAL SALES FLOOR RESOURCE  
THE WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION  

SALES ACADEMY APP

DOWNLOAD THE WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION 
SALES ACADEMY APP TODAY!

PHONE AND TABLET



*TraQline/AHAM. **Smith-Dahmer, Refrigeration Configuration Switching Study, Quantitative Research, Jan. 2015. †Q2 Industry TraQline Data. ††Smith-Dahmer, 
Refrigeration Needs Analysis, Quantitative Research, Aug. 2011. ‡Among leading french door bottom mount refrigerator brands. APPLE, the APPLE logo, and iPad are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. APP STORE is a service mark of Apple Inc. GOOGLE PLAY is a trademark of Google Inc. Habitat for Humanity and certain 
trademarks are owned by their respective companies. ®/™ ©2016. All rights reserved. TRR20113. Printed in the U.S.A. 03/16. WT160006.

In 2014, over 950K large capacity (28+ cu. ft.) refrigerators were 
sold in the industry. More than 400K of those were 30+ cu. ft.† 

7 OUT OF 10 consumers are not satisfied with the 
usage of space in their refrigerator.††

SHORT just over 5.5"  

TALL almost 13"

SEE HOW INFINITY SLIDE SHELVES WORK  
TO CREATE MORE SPACE ON PAGES 2-3.

WHY SELL JUMBO CAPACITY 
FRENCH DOOR MODELS?

OUR 32 CU. FT. FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATORS HELP CUSTOMERS FIT AND FIND IT ALL WITH

MEDIUM just over 9"

of consumers are expected to switch to french 
door configuration with their next purchase.**

THE MOST SHELF SPACE  
IN THE INDUSTRY.

‡

The fastest growing segment in the 
market is french door configuration.*

How often do you put ice in  
the drinks that you and your 
family enjoy?

How much ice do you buy when 
you have a picnic or a party?

Dual icemakers store more  
than twice the ice.¥¥ A 
secondary icemaker in the freezer 
holds an additional 5 lbs of ice so 
you always have plenty on hand. 

Learn more about dual icemakers 
on PAGE 4. 

How often do you throw  
out food because it “got 
lost” in your refrigerator?

Have you experienced  
freezer burn on your ice  
cream, or not-so-fresh  
food in your refrigerator?

QUALIFY YOUR CUSTOMER

FAST PITCH

WRF992FIF 

WRF993FIF

WRF995FIF

The #1 Selling Appliance Brand in the U.S.A.‡‡ brings you 32 cu. ft. french door refrigerators  
with the capacity and flexibility to adapt to your customers’ varying storage needs.

This 32 cu. ft. capacity  
refrigerator stores 20%  
more with a pantry-inspired 
layout¥ and unique shelving. 
 
It also features dual cooling 
technology with two separate 
evaporators. Learn more on  
PAGE 4. 

ORGANIZATION SOLUTION

ICE SOLUTION
With 2 Infinity slide shelves, 
customers can store 30% more§ 
in this fingerprint-resistant stainless 
steel model, which is also the 
industry’s easiest refrigerator 
to organize§§ with a pantry-
inspired shelving system. 

Learn more about the capacity 
and storage benefits found in  
this refrigerator on PAGES 2-3.

PICK UP EXTRA ICE 
WITHOUT LEAVING HOME

STORE MORE AT THE 
RIGHT TEMPERATURE

VERTICAL STORAGE 
REIMAGINED

QUALIFY YOUR CUSTOMER
What tall items do you buy  
that can be a struggle to fit  
in the refrigerator?

How do you store things  
like corked wine bottles  
or large pitchers?

QUALIFY YOUR CUSTOMER

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION

‡‡Based on 12-month average of unit sales, Refrigeration, Cooking, Dishwashers and Laundry appliances. TraQline 2015. ¥Models WRF992FIF and WRF993FIF, among leading french door bottom mount 
refrigerator brands. ¥¥Compared to model WRF992FIF without secondary icemaker. §Model WRF995FIF, among leading french door bottom mount refrigerator brands. §§Among leading french door 
bottom mount refrigerator brands.
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WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION  
SALES ACADEMY APP 

Download to view videos and animations, 
learn the appliance science and find floor 

demo instructions on Whirlpool® refrigeration.

1

23 4

THE INDUSTRY’S EASIEST  
REFRIGERATOR TO ORGANIZE*

WITH A PANTRY-INSPIRED LAYOUT 

SHOW IT OFF ON YOUR FLOOR
Encourage customers to experience how Infinity slide shelves glide and 

stop at any point. Be sure to demonstrate how easily both shelves can be 
raised or lowered two inches with a simple turn of the sturdy flip adjusters.

NOTE: Not all features are available on all models. 
*Among leading french door bottom mount refrigerator brands.

Point out these  
new organization 
features too!

PLATTER POCKET 
A large pizza box and a 13" x 9"  
dish will both fit with room to spare 
on this spillproof shelf, which slides 
out for easy access

STADIUM DIVIDER 
Designed with a step in the back  
to raise small items up, this clever 
feature means fewer lost items

TREASURE™ BIN 
Special grab-n-go items are perfect  
for this unique bin with a lid

AUTO-HUMIDITY CRISPERS 
The asymmetrical design of the 
crispers, including the biggest 
crisper bin on the market,* provides 
more customized storage for loose 
vegetables and bulky salad boxes

1

2

3

4

Featuring the most shelf space in the industry,* the convenient 
pantry-inspired layout offers customers capacity with a purpose. 
There’s dedicated storage space for short, medium and tall items 
thanks to the industry’s first Infinity slide shelves. Infinity slide 
shelves take advantage of every inch of space by allowing you to 
put small items on the sides and larger, high-traffic items in the 
center, so groceries on the side remain in sight and easy to access, 
even with full pitchers in the middle.

Unlike other sliding shelves, Infinity slide shelves feature an 
adjustable center pane that can slide back and stop at any point.

*Among leading french door bottom mount refrigerator brands.
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In-Door-Ice® storage
Customers will appreciate the thoughtful 
placement of In-Door-Ice® storage. With 
ice storage inside the door, customers 
can store and organize even more of 
their favorite foods and beverages in  
the exterior small door bins. 

Step customers up  
to dual icemakers 
Customers can store more than twice  
the ice* with a secondary icemaker  
in the freezer that holds an additional  
5 lbs of ice so there’s always plenty  
of ice on hand. 

Dual cooling technology uses two separate evaporators in the refrigerator 
and freezer compartments to provide optimum temperature and humidity 
levels. The freezer maintains a dry, cold environment with low-humidity to 
help prevent freezer burn. The fresh food compartment provides the moist 
air and higher humidity levels needed to keep fruits and vegetables fresh.

SELL THE RIGHT  
TYPE OF COLD

NOTE: Not all features are available on all models. 
*Compared to model WRF992FIF without secondary icemaker.

SELL MORE THAN TWICE  
THE ICE* WITH DUAL ICEMAKERS

SPECIFICATIONS

REFRIGERATOR MODEL 
Bold type indicates step-up feature WRF992FIF WRF993FIF WRF995FIF

CAPACITY (CU. FT.) 31.54 31.54 31.54

AVAILABLE COLORS H/E/M M Z

DESIGN FEATURES

METAL HANDLES • • •

SMOOTH DOOR FINISH • • •

PERFORMANCE FEATURES

WIFI CONNECTIVITY* •

ADAPTIVE DEFROST • • •

DUAL COOLING • • •

ENERGY STAR® CERTIFIED • •

FAST COOL OPTION • • • 

FRESHFLOW™ AIR FILTER • • •

IMPROVED INTERIOR LIGHTING Panoramic LED Panoramic LED
Panoramic LED  
1 Underlit shelf

LINEAR COMPRESSOR (NEW) • • •

ICE & WATER FEATURES

FILTERED ICE AND WATER DISPENSER • • •

EVERYDROP™ ICE AND WATER FILTRATION
Filter 2 

(EDR2RXD1)
Filter 2 

(EDR2RXD1)
Filter 2 

(EDR2RXD1)

MEASURED FILL • • •

FACTORY-INSTALLED ICEMAKER In-Door-Ice® storage
Dual icemakers 

In-Door-Ice® storage &  
Freezer ice storage

Dual icemakers 
In-Door-Ice® storage &  

Freezer ice storage

CRUSHED ICE • • •

 FAST ICE • • •

REFRIGERATION STORAGE FEATURES

SMALL DOOR BINS 2 Fixed 2 Fixed 2 Fixed

GALLON DOOR BINS
4 Adjustable 

1 Fixed
4 Adjustable 

1 Fixed
4 Adjustable; 1 Fixed 

1 Stadium divider (NEW)

HALF GALLON DOOR BIN 1 Fixed 1 Fixed

TREASURE™ BIN (NEW) • 

FULL-WIDTH SPILLPROOF GLASS SHELVES 2 Adjustable 2 Adjustable 1 Adjustable

PLATTER POCKET (NEW) • • •

INFINITY SLIDE SHELVES (NEW) 1 with Flip adjusters 1 with Flip adjusters 2 with Flip adjusters

AUTO-HUMIDITY ASYMMETRICAL CRISPERS • • •

SMALL ITEMS BIN • • •

TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED DRAWER • • •

FREEZER COMPARTMENT FEATURES

PLASTIC SLIDE-OUT BASKETS 3 3 3 

INTERIOR LIGHT LED LED LED

PIZZA POCKET • • •

DIMENSIONS

HEIGHT (WITHOUT HINGES) X WIDTH X DEPTH (INCLUDING HANDLES) 68-7/8" x 35-5/8" x 38-1/4" 68-7/8" x 35-5/8"x 38-1/4" 68-7/8" x 35-5/8" x 38-1/4"

AVAILABLE COLORS

Fingerprint-Resistant  
Stainless Steel (Z)

Monochromatic  
Stainless Steel (M)Black Ice (E)

NOTE: A minimum door opening of 33" is required. If the door opening is less than 36", then removal of doors, drawers and hinges is required.  
Some prototypes shown, production models may vary. Dimensions and specifications may change without notice in our effort to continuously innovate and improve. 
*Requires WiFi and account creation. App features and functionality subject to change. Subject to terms of service available at whirlpool.com/connect. Data rates may apply.

White Ice (H) Models WRF993FIF  
and WRF995FIF only.



1 CORKED BOTTLE OF WINE  
OR A 2-LITER BOTTLE

2 EGG CARTONS OR  
STACKABLE CONTAINERS

12-PACK OF SODA

LARGE BOWL

MEDIUM-SIZED BOTTLES 
OR JARS (LIKE A 16-OZ 
JAR OF PICKLES)

 LARGE PIZZA BOX  
AND CASSEROLE DISH

 LARGE BOX OF LETTUCE AND 
FAKE FRUIT (LIKE APPLES)

GALLON OF MILK OR WATER

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Form No. WT160006

86% OF BUYERS WILL PAY MORE FOR A BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.*  

Give your customers that experience by picking up the key items below to show off new organization 
features. Place special emphasis on how easy it is to store and reach items on a pantry-inspired shelf, 
even when an Infinity slide shelf is pushed back for tall items like corked wine bottles.

BUILDING STRONG COMMUNITIES

Active par tnerships between Habitat for Humanity® and Whirlpool brand can be found in more than 45 countries  
with $90 million in support provided through products and donations. More than 168,000 appliances have been  
donated for Habitat homes in the U.S. and Canada, helping to build strong communities, one home at a time.

For more information, go to whirlpoolcorp.com/social-responsibility

*Source: 2011 Customer Experience Impact Report.

DEMO GROCERY LIST

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

Store the empty containers from the  
list above in a reusable grocery bag.


